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Introduction
Fresh-range is an online supermarket providing fresher foods at lower prices with easy
delivery. Based in Keynsham, they deliver across the West of England.
Their proprietary technology platform is world-leading in terms of its ability to bring to
life, shorter, more transparent and sustainable supply chains on food for domestic and
professional catering kitchens.
Fresh-range is committed to changing food supply for good. Their produce is sourced directly
from local farmers, fishermen, makers and bakers and delivered to customers within hours,
meaning low food miles and no need for days or weeks of haulage and storage. Most of the
food is baked, caught, cooked, cut, laid, picked or produced just before being delivered. So for
customers that seek better tasting food with a richer nutritional value it’s the way to go.
Their price comparison feature helps customers save pounds on their food shopping versus
their mass supermarket of choice. Fresh-range offers easy, low-cost, anytime, home
delivery, using reusable sheep’s wool-lined insulated boxes. This means they can deliver to a
safe place even when customers are out.

Factfile
• Number of years in Keynsham: 3
• Number of employees: 20

Recent notable achievements
• Finalists for BBC Food & Farming Award in 2016
• Finalists for 2 Food & Farming Awards – Western Daily Press 2016
• Winner: Revolutionary Technology Award in 2018

Did you know?
The technology and capabilities behind the Fresh-range platform’s fast, light, supply chain
infrastructure has inspired the UK government to transform the way food is procured and
delivered into the public sector in the UK.
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Bath & Business
The South West is one of the finest places to live when
it comes to food. Fresh fish is landed daily on the coast,
rare and local breeds roam the land, vegetables grow in
abundance and artisan producers are on our doorstep.
Our location is great for relationships with suppliers
across Bath and Bristol. We support St Philips’ Market
in Bristol and we work with a range of meat farms such
as Herons Green Farm 100% pasture fed beef. Located
in the Chew Valley (14 miles from Bath and 12 miles
from Bristol), Luke Hassel rears native breed cattle
solely on the organic pastures above the lake. Our eggs
are sourced from Haresfield Farm near Chippenham
in Wiltshire and poultry and eggs also come from Stu
Perkin’s Castlemead Farm near Radstock in Somerset.
We work with a range of family owned dairies – many of
whom provide a 100% pasture fed approach with their
herds. Bruton Dairy source all of their organic milk from
the 100% pasture fed and organic Godminster Farm just
up the road.

members coming from London to Texas, Bristol to Sofia.
Our Operations Team, made up of drivers, warehouse
operatives and customer service personnel have been
recognised as the best in industry by our customers
when it comes to service levels.
The South West is being considered as a pilot region for
the government’s new food procurement approach.

Fresh-range’s company values of commitment, honesty,
cooperation and innovation have enabled us to go a long
way to achieve our purpose of developing food security
for generations to come. Our tech team of designers,
system architects and developers are recruited to be
the very best people we can find in the world, with team
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